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Fart Chart: Cow Emissions by State

These days, they don't seem too
bright. But experts warn not to take
much comfort in that.

— B y Jen Phillips | Fri Apr. 30, 2010 4:10 AM PDT

— David Corn

The EPA has spent nearly $15 million and two years studying bovine emissions to assess how they
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affect climate change. So what's the result? This handy "fart chart" shows you exactly how much

Will Congress move to address unfair
treatment of older workers?

crap cows are putting into the air. Although the EPA's original chart, here, only gives you the top

— James Ridgeway

10, we've crunched the rest of the data so you can see exactly how flatulent your state's cows are.
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Looks like wisconsin needs to

Submitted by Roncky Ponchy (not verified) on Fri Apr. 30, 2010 10:26 AM PDT.

REACTION

WorldNet Daily's Latest Snub
Reporters tell WND to take a hike after receiving its
latest Obama expose.

What Happens When Terrorists Get Smart?
In the U.S. their attacks since 9/11 have been
pretty incompetent. Will they stay that way?

"Los Suns" Protest AZ Immigration Law
Looks like wisconsin needs to be filled in guys!

Will they get cheered or booed for it tonight?

Chart of the Day: The Party of the Rich
Why do Republicans support the rich so reliably
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recommend this

reply

when the rich don't return the favor?

How Did the Times Square Suspect Become a
US Citizen?
The Pakistan-born suspect was naturalized in 2009
after years on student visas. But would tightened
immigration controls really improve our national
security?

Wisconsin

Submitted by Jen Phillips on Fri Apr. 30, 2010 11:39 AM PDT.

History's Mad Hatters

Yes, thanks, this has been fixed.

The strange evolution of Tea Party populism.
recommend this

How much crap do cows put in the air?

reply

Racist Driver Dupes Washington Post
A vanity-plate mystery man says he's no neo-Nazi.
His Facebook profile says otherwise.

Ha! Sarah Palin's Alaska is

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Fri Apr. 30, 2010 11:05 AM PDT.

KATE SHEPPARD ON TWITTER

Ha! Sarah Palin's Alaska is smelling like roses, and uber-liberal California is stink
bomb!
And you know why that is, right? It's because she hunts stink cows from

l

kate_sheppard: @RL_Miller Got some
coverage of that coming up right quick.

l

kate_sheppard: Oh look, there's the
WaPo news alert. Yep, DOI putting the
breaks on Va. lease plans.

l

kate_sheppard: Sierra Club just sent out
a note praising DOI for suspending new
Virginia offshore oil leasing, but I haven't
gotten DOI announcement yet.

helicopters, while you girls can only complain.
recommend this

reply

Isn't this something genetic

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Fri Apr. 30, 2010 11:10 AM PDT.
MORE KATE SHEPPARD TWEETS »
MORE MOJO TWEETS »

Isn't this something genetic engineering can fix? Why aren't genetic engineers at
UC Davis, UC Merced, UC Berkeley working this?
I'm hoping for something like what this judge prototyped:

First name

http://images.google.com/images?q=judge+kozinski+women+cows
recommend this

Last name

reply

Address

The Canadians have beaten the

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Tue May. 4, 2010 10:41 AM PDT.

City

The Canadians have beaten the Californians to this one:

State

http://blogs.creativeloafing.com/dailyloaf/2009/06/29/genetically-engine...

Zip

6

-- Enter State - -

recommend this

reply

HOT OFF THE PRESSES

Cows and climate change...

Your Email

Submitted by PitchingDoc (not verified) on Fri Apr. 30, 2010 12:18 PM PDT.

Let MoJo send our best stories to your inbox
three times a week.

Have they concluded whether or not cows actually affect climate change? What is
that emission total across the country compared to industry CO2/Methane

DO YOUR PART

emissions?
This is my one big skeptic point regading whether or not humans are affecting the
climate. Yes, it's changing, but how much are we contributing? The right keeps
saying that cows are one of the biggest emitters of methane into the atmostphere.
Are they correct?
recommend this

reply

Livestock emissions

Submitted by SecularAnimist (not verified) on Fri Apr. 30, 2010 4:14 PM PDT.
A 2006 United Nations study estimated that livestock production accounted for

BLOG ARCHIVES
l

19 percent of global CO2 emissions, comparable to the transport sector.
A more recent study published by WorldWatch Institute estimates that
livestock production accounts for a significantly higher percentage -- more than
50 percent.
By far the fastest, cheapest, and easiest thing that Americans can do to reduce
their own CO2 "footprint" is to switch from the "standard" meat-based
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American diet to a vegan diet.
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Yes. Bovine excrement is the

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Sun May. 2, 2010 6:44 PM PDT.
tagged as:

solution

l

result

Yes. Bovine excrement is the real problem.
Government statistics say the economy is doing great too. No inflation
what so ever. Cow farts are as real a problem as the Easter bunny or
Santa's elves.
See: "Falsification Of The Atmospheric CO2 Greenhouse Effects Within The
Frame Of Physics." G. Gerlich, R. D. Tscheuschner.
l

International Journal of Modern Physics B, Vol. 23, No. 3 (30 January 2009),
275-364
Going vegan won't do a darn thing (except give you anemia and placidity).
Nothing. Animals have always farted. Get real.
Furthermore - the atmosphere does not have a "greenhouse" effect. There
is no lensing or hot spot, it is a homogeneous thermal layer - impossible for
a greenhouse effect to occur (like a "greenhouse" without a glass roof - it
isn't a greenhouse). Sorry - wake up from this distraction - too many of us
have been had.
Getting back to reality: Ration oil to support the war effort -that's what its

l

all about buddy.
Bovine excrement for sure.
recommend this

reply

"No lensing or hotspot" ??

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Mon May. 3, 2010 8:50 AM
PDT.
"No lensing or hotspot" ?? That is your bovine excrement, right there.
What orifice was that statement puled from?
recommend this

reply

A vegan diet is not

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Tue May. 4, 2010 10:43 AM
PDT.
A vegan diet is not necessary. Going away from industrial meat and eating
properly raised, properly grazed local meat will do as much for the
environment as a vegetarian diet. Perhaps more: properly grazed
grasslands actually sequester carbon, which is something that vegetable
farms, local, organic, sustainable, do not generally do.
And if you keep to less than about 4 oz of meat per day, you will get nearly
the statistical health benefits of a vegetarian diet.
recommend this

reply

Relax..... Ahhhh.... Now

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Sun May. 2, 2010 6:23 PM PDT.
tagged as:

solution

result

Relax..... Ahhhh.... Now that's better... :-)
Animals fart. Animals have always farted. Dinosaurs probably had really big farts.
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Earth is still rotating. Relax, inhale, enjoy.
Methane is not a realistic concern as a "greenhouse gas". Any significant pockets of
methane will be removed by lightening - or slow oxidization with contact to oxygen.
Farts eventually stop stinking.
No need to panic. Best solution, is NO solution. Relax... Ahhhhh.... Now isn't that
better?
recommend this (1)

reply

COWS ---- ADD THE PIGS

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Mon May. 3, 2010 4:22 AM PDT.
if you did a similar fart chart which included pigs along with cows, no doubt that NC
would lead the list ---- by far ! ! !
recommend this

reply

very funny but where is the REAL information?

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Mon May. 3, 2010 7:35 AM PDT.
This is amusing, sure... but why don't you crunch the numbers and tell us the
quantity of greenhouse gasses being emitted and compare it with other sources
(transportation, housing, etc.) and tell us the impact of those amounts. Then
people will really see how beef consumption = global warming. Now that would be
REAL reporting.
recommend this

reply

Some genius comments here...

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Mon May. 3, 2010 7:42 AM PDT.
Yes, animals have always farted. Thank you, professor. The only teeny tiny detail is
that we now consume 9 billion animals a year in the US alone. Most of these
animals live in highly concentrated living spaces (CAFOs) and there is no easy way
to deal with all their waste. A "natural" pasture raised animal poops in the field and
it becomes fertilizer for the food he will eat in the future. It's a cycle that makes
sense. But at a CAFO you have 2,000 - 120,000 animals living in a single structure
and all of their waste is flushed out into massive lagoons. These lagoons put off
incredible amounts of gases and they also leak into the ground water and often
overflow into nearby creeks and streams. Imagine all the residents of NYC taking a
crap and it all going in a big lagoon, untreated. For some reason as a society we
were smart enough to recognize that human waste needs special treatment in
order to protect our health and environment, and yet today we still think that we
can ignore animal waste.
recommend this

reply

PIGS

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Mon May. 3, 2010 7:43 AM PDT.
Yes, add pigs!
recommend this

reply

Apples to Methane

Submitted by Christopher Galen (not verified) on Mon May. 3, 2010 8:51 AM PDT.
The problem with this specious comparison is that according to Chart III
(http://milk.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=001154#chart) the analysis
looks at Methane emissions only.
So since livestock emit that, and cars and other fossil fuel combustors don't (they
emit plenty of CO2, not methane), it looks like the carbon footprint of cows is worse
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than cars....which it's not, when you look at ALL greenhouse gas sources, not just
one.
recommend this (1)

reply

Most of the animal methane

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Tue May. 4, 2010 10:49 AM PDT.
Most of the animal methane actually comes from burps, not farts. Farts are funnier,
of course.
Apparently about 25% of humans burp methane. I have not yet seen a reason why
it is only some and not others. It would be interesting to find out, and undoubtedly
a prod to further genetic engineering.
According to an item in the Earth Island Journal, the human "breathprint" is
equivalent to the carbon emissions of about 500,000,000 vehicles. Maybe we
should all be wearing some kind of scrubber device?
recommend this

reply

What the study likely

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Wed May. 5, 2010 7:10 AM PDT.
What the study likely measures but the article doesn't mention is burping. In order
to digest cellulose (grass and forbs), ruminants (cattle, deer, etc) have a stomach
compartment (rumen) that contains microorganisms that assist digestion.
Byproducts of that digestion include methane and CO2 which are expelled through
the mouth (eructation). I have no idea if cattle ever have eructile disfunction.
Too lazy to register,
Don in Leander, TX
recommend this

reply
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